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About This Game

Hack and slash monsters in a spooky mansion! Slashy Hero must save Halloween by defeating spooky ghosts, possessed
tombstones, and evil jack o’lanterns.
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Play through 95 action packed dungeons with unique enemy types and crushing bosses. Dash across the screen with a unique
drawing movement mechanic, attacking as you go. Checkpoints every three levels let you save your progress and advance

through the mansion.

Slashy Hero is the Halloween game of the year!

Loot treasure chests throughout the mansion to find costumes that buff your character. Transform into a rainbow cat, alien or
cyborg. Combine costumes to become the Frankenwolf with a ray gun! Let your imagination run wild!

95 levels of action-packed mystery
69 awesome costumes

Big Picture
Full Controller support
Steam Trading Cards

Achievements
Hack n’ dash movement

Secret rooms scattered through the levels
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Campaign with 95 levels of action-packed mystery
Dial up the difficulty in Jawbreaker for greater rewards!

How many monsters can you slash in Time Attack?
Climb the leaderboards in Infinite Mode
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Title: Slashy Hero
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual
Developer:
The Gentlebros, General Arcade
Publisher:
Kongregate
Release Date: 18 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9400m or equal AMD Video Card / Intel HD4000

Storage: 150 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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I enjoy the game immensely. It's simple mechanics are fun, and the collection aspect of getting costumes that are both fun to
look at and help boost your stats is great. However, I cannot recommend this game due to how badly it plays.

The game lags on my computer, which can play high end AAA titles with no hiccups. I've tried to troubleshoot the issue, but I
can't figure out why this simple game is having so many issues. It freezes during load screens and the frame rate is attrocious.
Really sad, considering how fun it is.. Cute little twist on a dungeon crawler 10\/10. I didnt expect much when i saw this game. I
mostly bought it due to the "kongregate" title being on it and i adore their games. But holy heck this game is good fun :D, i
seriously hope we see more content added.. I had lots of candy, now i have no tooth
Sweet game!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=437i2LEpPps. Crawl through maze-like dungeons and figure out the best path to defeat
enemies and escape through the portal. Collect candies to buy better gear or increase your stats. Plenty of loot to grab and if you
get the same thing twice it increases the power of that item for each duplicate found. Then there are other game modes like
endless wave or a timed dungeon rush. A surprising amount of fun for the price.. THSI IS SO FUN TO PLAY
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Glad I got this, would rather pay for the game than play the free phone version. Although there is a problem with it and that's
that it keeps lagging out every time I click on something and when I load into the game, like the game freezes for a few seconds,
not sure if it's just me or if it's the game. Aside from that it's pretty fun if you like collecting costumes and slashing loads of
enemies. A must have in the Halloween season.

[Update] Game works fine now, bout time they fixed it.. this survival game uses upgradable loot to progress further into the
game.

cool puzzles and neat secrets in it too.

if you're into strategy games, you might like Slashy Hero.. So to Start I own PC and Ipad version I will be comparing the Two
aside one another.

Price:
_____________
Pc: Costs 7$ when not on sale ( i got on sale dont let price foul you highly replayable) +1

Ipad: Its free +1
_____________

Items:
_____________
Pc:Adds roughly 100+ or more costumes from {Doom}, Skyrim and etc (Good stats) +1

Ipad:Only 107 Costumes pieces i think +0
_____________

Gamplay: +1 (Lvls same in both)
_____________
Pc: Same lvls

Ipad: Same lvls
_____________

Controls: (Both controls are equally as easy but slighty diffrant)
_____________
Pc: Use mouse to slice, and keyboard WASD to move +1

Ipad: Easy to do just touch and slice or tap to move +1
_____________

Candy: (How to obtain I mean)
_____________
Pc:Play Lvls +1

Ipad:Watch Videos,Play lvls, and use real money for it +.5 (For the money part i took minus)
_____________

So both are a great game overall the score close by my standards:

Pc: 5\/5
Ipad: 4.5\/5

So I sugggest this game and there other game Cat Quest which is how i learned of this game due to a quest in it.
"The forgotten hero"
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Note:[Doom] means its my favorite costume gives +1 everything per level :D. THSI IS SO FUN TO PLAY
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